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Abstract — Nowadays, Big Data is an emerging topic in the
cloud computing arena that is getting a lot of importance. Big
data is a collection of data sets which are large and complex and
very difficult to process by the traditional tools
tools. Hence the
tremendous growth of demands on big data processing imposes a
heavy burden on, storage in data centers, which hence includes
large expenditure to providers of data centers. So to handle such
large amount of data, well-suited resources
sources are required. Thus it
becomes necessary to move data to the other place due to some
reasons. So In order to move data, systems require measurable
amount of time for working out. Therefore, minimization of cost
has become an evolving issue for the forthcoming big data era.
This paper presents a novel approach for moving huge data to
the cloud which minimizes the cost of data migration
migration.
Key Words — Big Data, Cloud Computing, Cost Minimization,
Data Migration

I. INTRODUCTION
The continuous increase in the volume and detail of data
captured by organization, for instance the growth of social
media, Internet of Things (IoT) [3], as well as multimedia, has
created an irresistible surge of data in either structured or
unstructured format. Data creation is in the works at a
tremendous rate [1], referred as big data, and has emerged as
a widely renowned inclination. Big data are characterized by
three aspects: (a) data aree numerous, (b) data cannot be
categorized into regular relational databases, and (c) data are
generated, captured, and processed rapidly. Moreover, Big
Data [1] is a term used to describe data sets which have
grown so large that traditional storage infrastructures are
ineffective at capturing, managing, accessing and retaining
them in a tolerable time edge. The thing that separates Big
Data from plainly a large archive is the need to process these
large data sets.
Big data is a term that refers to data sets or combinations of
data sets whose size (volume) [4],, complexity (variability),
and rate of expansion (velocity) make them difficult to
capture, manage, process or analyze by usual technology and
tools. Whereas the size used to determine whether a particular
data set is considered big data is not firmly defined and
continues to transform over era, nearly all analysts and
practitioners at present refer to data sets from terabytes to
multiple petabytes as big data [1].
Big Data has gained much attention from the academia and
the IT business [6]. Information
nformation is generated and composed in
the digital globe, at a rate that rapidly exceeds the border. In
current stages, above 2 billion public are connected to the
Internet, and over 5 billion persons possess cellular phone.
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Near 2020, 50 billion devices are likely to be connected to the
Internet. At this peak,, predicted data creation will be 44 times
greater than it was in 2009. At the same time as information is
transferred and shared at light speed on optic fiber and
wireless network [10], the quantity of facts and the pace of
market expansion boost. Nevertheless,
Neverthele
the hasty expansion
rate of such bulky data [8] generates abundant challenges,
such as the speedy enlargement of data; transmit speed,
diverse data [9], security and cost. Big Data is not a
technology, but rather a phenomenon resulting from the vast
amount of raw information generated crossways the world,
and composed by commercial and government organizations
There are numerous sources of big data and the types of
data they create differ such as structured data [5],
Unstructured data [5] and Semi-Structured
Structured data.
Over the past several years there has been a tremendous
increase in the amount of data being transferred between
Internet users. Escalating usage of streaming multimedia [3]
and other Internet based applications has contributed to this
surge in data transmission. An additional facade of the
augment is due to the
he expansion of Big Data [18], which
refers to data sets that are an order of magnitude larger than
the standard file transmitted via the Internet. Big Data can
range in size from hundreds of gigabytes to petabytes [11].
Today everything is being stored digitally.
di
Within the past
decade, everything from banking transactions to medical
history has migrated to digital storage. This change from
physical documents to digital files [12] has necessitated the
creation of large data sets and consequently the transfer
transf of
large amounts of data. There is no sign that the amount of
data being stored or transmitted by users is steady or even
decreasing. Every year average Internet users are moving
more and more data through their Internet connections [12].
Depending on the
he bandwidth of these connections and the size
of the data sets being transmitted, the duration of transfers
could potentially be measured in days or even weeks. There
exists a need for an efficient transfer technique that can move
large amounts of data quickly
ickly and easily without impacting
other users or applications. Thus Big Data has translated
already into the big price because of its high demands on
computation and communication resources [14]. It can be
predicted that 71% of the worldwide data center hardware
h
spending will come from the big data processing which will be
beyond $126.2 billion. Day by day more and more data is
created by the internet users through internet attachment [11].
Accordingly considering the bandwidth of these connections
and sizee of these data sets that is being transmitted, duration of
data transfer could be measured in terms of days or even weeks.
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Therefore it becomes necessary to invent an approach that will
minimize the cost [1] of processing of this big data.

process unstructured data, and this proportion is projected to
drop by 44% in the near future [11]. For much organization,
suitable strategy must be developed to manage such data.
data
Before the cloud era, each application has its own storage
server, computing server, application logic as well as
individual user interface. Nowadays, an emerging computing
Paradigm, called cloud computing provide a shared resource
pool, including shared storage resources, shared computing
resources, and even shared application
ication logic. All resources are
provided on demand and can be charged by pay-as-you-go
pay
policy.
The most important issue leftovers how does one move the
enormous amounts of data into a cloud, in the very first place?
The present observe is to copy the data into large hard drives
and dispatch them to the data center [11] [12], or else to move
machines completely [13] [14]. Such a shipping method
inevitably introduces undesirable delay and possible service
downtime, while outputs of the data analysis often needed
ne
to
be presented to users in the quickest fashion [13]. It is also
less secure, given that the hard drives can be infectious with a
malicious Program, or lost on the way due to path accident. A
more flexible and intelligent data movement strategy is in
need, to minimize any potential service downtime. The
challenge escalates when we practically consider that data are
dynamically and continuously produced, and from different
geographical locations, e.g. astronomical data from disparate
observatories
ervatories [15], sensor data from geo-distributed
geo
locations
16] and user data from different servers. For dynamic data, an
efficient online algorithm is needed, which dynamically
guides the transfer of data into the cloud over time; for geogeo
dispersed data sets with highly cohesion, which cannot be
divided into several
ral independent small sets to process in
parallel, we have to decide the best data center to aggregate
all data onto (e.g., Amazo Elastic MapReduce launches all
processing nodes in the same
ame EC2 Availability
A
Zone) [17]
given that a MapReduce like Framework is efficient to
process data in one data center, but not crossways data centers
due to the overhead of enormous amounts of data moving
among multiple data centers in the stage of shuffle and
reduce.
Many efforts have been made to lower the computation or
communication cost of data centers. Data center resizing
(DCR) has been proposed to reduce the computation cost by
adjusting the number of activated servers via task placement
[3]. Based on DCR, some studies have explored the
geographical distribution nature of data centers and electricity
price heterogeneity to lower the electricity cost [4] [6]. Big
data service frameworks, e.g. [7], comprise a distributed file
system below,, which distributes data chunk and their replica
across the data centers for fine-grained
grained load-balancing
load
and
high parallel data access performance. To reduce the
communication expenditure,, a few current study make hard
work to get better data locality by placing jobs on the servers
where the input data reside to avoid
avoi remote data loading [7],
[8].Although
Although the above solutions have obtained some positive
results, they are far from achieving the cost efficient big data
processing because of the following weaknesses. First, data

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Technologies are changing rapidly with lot of competition. In
past hardware cost was meaningful, as storage was a big issue
for technical development, because of its cost. Software and
hardware, both were having same cost at that time. After that
software becomes complex in terms of improvement
improvement, but
effortless to use. Nowadays, with decrement in cost of
hardware, the limitation of storage is not a concern. Industry
is on the rise; hardware cost is getting lowered so sufficient
amount of storage is available without difficulty. Former
technology was having particular views on hardware practice,
now even 1TB is not a giant agreement for our commodity
system. Many social network use Resource Description
Framework (RDF) [3]. Facebook’s Open Graph [4], Freebase
[5] and DBpedia [6] are having structured data. Facebook’s
Open Graph [4] shows connection of user to its real
functioning. Freebase [5] provides structured directories for
music. DBpedia [6] provide structural contents from
Wikipedia. As per records till 2012, every minute usage of
social networking site ‘Facebook’, having larg
largest number of
users, generating share of 684,478 pieces of contents,
‘YouTube’ users upload 48 hours video, ‘Instagram’ users
share 3,600 new photo and ‘Tumbir’ sees 27,778 new post
published [7]. A Boeing 737 engine generates 10 terabytes of
data in everyy 30 minutes of flight [8]. All these data are
information regarding weather conditions, positioning of
plane, travelers information and other matter
matter. Thus volume,
velocity and complexity of data creation are rising day to day
that require tool to handle it and more importantly with
within time
boundary. Conservative database is not adequate for doing all
these calculation under the time limit. Here Hadoop fulfill all
current requirements.
ts. Facebook, Google, LinkedIn, Twitter
are establishing their business in Big Data. A lot of companies
are still not having Hadoop professionals but they hire those
from other companies. In today’s world Big Data is moving
towards cloud computing. Cloud computing provides
essential Infrastructure as CPU,
U, bandwidth, storage spaces at
needed time. Organization
zation like Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter,
Microsoft, Azure,
e, Rackspace etc. have moved to cloud and
doing Big Data analytic work, like Genome Project [11] that
is processing petabytes of data in less amount of time. Th
These
technologies use MapReduce, for appropriate functioning. For
moving Big Data to cloud, all data is moved and processed at
data center [12], as being available at one place, cloud
facilities can be easily provided. The data type that increases
most rapidly is unstructured data. This type of data is
characterized by means of “human infor
information” such as
videos, movies, photos, and weather records, log files, and
text [11]. According to processor World, unstructured
information may account for more than 70% to 80%of all data
in organization [14]. These data, which mostly originate from
social media, constitute 80% of the data worldwide and
account for 90% of Big Data. Currently, 84% of IT managers
14
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locality may result in a waste of resources. For example, most
computation resource of a server with less popular data may
stay at rest. The low resource efficacy further causes more
servers to be activated and hence higher operating cost.
Second, the links in networks vary on the tr
transmission rates
and costs according to their unique features [9], e.g., the
distances and physical optical fiber facilities between data
center. Conversely, the presented routing approaches among
data centers fail to exploit the link diversity of data cen
center
networks. Due to the storage and computation capacity
constraint, not all tasks can be placed on the same server, on
which their equivalent data reside. It is inescapable that
certain data must be downloaded from a remote server. In this
case, routing approach matters on the transmission cost. As
indicated by Jin et al. [10], the transmission cost, e.g., energy,
nearly proportional to the number of network connection
used. The more connection used, the higher cost will be
incurred. As a result, it is essential
sential to lower the number of
links used while satisfying all the transmission requirements.
Third, the Quality-of-Service (QoS) [24] of big data tasks has
not been considered in existing work. The QoS [24] of any
cloud computing tasks is first determinedd by where they are
placed and how many computation resources are allocated.
Moreover,, the transmission rate is another prominent factor
since big data tasks are data-centric
centric and the computation task
cannot proceed until the corresponding data are accessible.
Existing studies, e.g., [3], on universal cloud computing tasks
mainly focus on the computation capacity constraints, while
ignoring the constraints of transmission rate. To conquer
above weaknesses, the cost minimization [21] problem for big
data processing
essing via joint optimization of task assignment, data
placement, and routing in geo distributed data centers was
taken into consideration. Large-scale
scale data centers have been
deployed all over the world providing services to hundreds of
thousands of users. According to [11], a data center may
consist of large numbers of servers and consume megawatts
of power. Millions of dollars on electricity cost have posed a
heavy burden on the operating cost to data center providers.
Therefore, reducing the electricity cost has received
significant attention from both academia and industry [5],
[11] [13]. Among the mechanisms that have been proposed so
far for data center energy management, the techniques that
attract lots of attention are task placement and DCR. DCR and
task placement are usually jointly considered to match the
computing requirement.
ement. Liu et al. [4] reexamine the same
problem by taking network delay into concern
concern. Fan et al. [12]
study power provisioning strategies on how much computing
equipment can be safely
fely and efficiently host
hosted within a given
power budget. Rao et al. [3] investigate
igate how to reduce
electricity cost by routing user requests
equests to geo
geo-distributed data
centers with accordingly
ly updated sizes that match the
requests. Recently, Gao et al. [14] propose
opose the optimal
workload control and balancing by taking account of latency,
energy utilization and electricity price. Liu et al. [15] reduce
electricity cost and environmental impact using a holistic
approach of workload balancing that integrates dynami
dynamic
pricing.

To tackle the challenges of effectively managing big data,
many proposals have
ve been proposed to improve the storage
and computation process [25]. The key issue in big data
management is reliable and effective data placement. To
accomplish this purpose,, Sathiamoorthy et al. [16] present a
novel family of erasure codes that are efficiently
efficien repairable
and offer higher reliability compared to
t Reed-Solomon codes.
They also analytically show thatt their codes are optimal on an
identified tradeoff between locality and minimum distance.
Yazd et al. [8] make use off flexibility in the data block
placement policy to increase
rease energy efficiency in data centers
and propose a scheduling
heduling algorithm, which takes into account
energy efficiency
ncy in addition to fairness
fa
and data locality
properties. Hu et al. [17] propose a mechanism allowing
linked open data to take advantage of existing large-scale data
stores to meet the requirements on distributed and parallel
data processing. Shachnai et al. [21] investigate how
h
to
determine a placement of file copies on the servers and the
amount
nt of load capacity assigned to each file copy so as to
minimize the communication cost while ensuring the user
understanding.. Agarwal et al. [22] recommend an automated
data placement mechanism
echanism Volley for geo-distributed cloud
services with the consideration of WAN bandwidth cost,
cos data
center capacity limits, data inter--dependencies, etc. Cloud
services make use of Volley by submitting logs of data center
requests. Volley analyzes the logs
lo
using an iterative
optimization algorithm based on data access pattern and client
location, and outputs migration
ion recommendations back to the
cloud service. Cidon et al. [23] discover MinCopysets, a data
replication placement
ment scheme that decouples data distribution
and replication to improve the data durability properties in
distributed data centers. Recently, Jin et al. [10] propose a
joint optimization scheme that simultaneously optimizes
virtual machine (VM) placement and network flow routing to
maximize energy savings. Existing work on data
dat center cost
optimization, big data management or data
d placement mainly
focuses on one or two factors. To deal
d
with big data
processing in geo-distributed
distributed data centers,
centers it is essential to
jointly consider data placement,
cement, task assignment and data
flow routing in a systematical manner.
manner

CONCLUSION
Previous technologies developed an optimization model for
migrating enterprise IT applications on a hybrid cloud. They
focus on workflow migration and application
applicatio performance
optimization by deciding modules to be moved to the cloud.
And also they focus on static scenarios with fixed amount of
bulk data transfer instead of considering dynamically
generated data. This paper presents an online approach for
f
moving big
g data to the cloud which minimizes the cost of data
transfer.
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